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Dog Daycare: What You Should Look For
What you should look for in a well-run dog daycare. (Hint: It's de�nitely not the
mere presence of a whole lot of dogs running around.)

Many modern dog owners turn to dog daycare facilities as a

source of socialization and exercise, especially in cases where

dogs are otherwise home alone for the owner’s full workday. 

We’ve all heard the saying, “A tired dog is a good dog,” but

there’s a vast di�erence between a dog who sleeps because he’s

tired and content, and a dog who sleeps because he’s

exhausted from a stress-�lled day. Dogs who spend much of

their day engaged in exciting activity, such as the group play

often found in poorly run daycare settings, actually experience a

great deal of arousal. Arousal comes with a rush of adrenaline

and cortisol, which are stress hormones. Prolonged elevated

levels of stress hormones aren’t healthy – for pets or people!

DOG DAYCARE SHOULDN’T BE A FREE-FOR-
ALL

It’s important to understand that all dog daycare facilities are

not created equal. Generally, knowledgeable trainers agree that

daycare facilities where large groups of dogs have access to free

play for the majority of their visit (we’ll call those facilities

“traditional daycare”) aren’t in the best interest of most dogs.

“Long periods of forced social time in a large group of

potentially con�icting personalities can cause a lot of tension,”

says Ashlee Osborn, KPA-CTP, CPDT-KA, of Bona�de Dog Academy in Omaha, Nebraska. “Large group play

causes heightened arousal, even in dogs who really enjoy it. This can lead to a variety of undesirable behaviors

such as mouthing, jumping, barking, humping, and even �ghting.”

Osborn oversees Bona�de Dog Academy’s Bona�de Day Academy, a training and enrichment-focused daycare

program with an overall focus on behavioral and mental wellness. Bona�de’s model limits free play in favor of

activity-focused play, simulated o�-leash walks using a long line, nosework games, calming food puzzles,

manners or sport-dog training, and interactive play with sta�. 

Group dog play typically consists of two compatible dogs paired together, or occasionally, in small groups of

not more than three to �ve dogs. Activities are punctuated with structured downtime, with a goal of making

sure each dog enjoys at least an hour of uninterrupted sleep during the day.

Bona�de’s program is dramatically di�erent from some of the traditional dog daycares we’ve seen where,

often, groups as large as 30 or more dogs spend the day in a community setting, being separated from the

group only as a “time out” for exhibiting undesirable behavior. Often, proprietors of such facilities just don’t

know any better.

“Much like dog training, dog daycare is an unregulated industry,” says Mandy Eakins, KPA-CTP, CPDT-KA, owner

and trainer at Manners Matter Dog Training and Daycare in Nicholasville, Kentucky. “Anyone can open a

daycare. Just because someone really likes dogs, and has had dogs, does not make them quali�ed to oversee

groups of dogs.”
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Pictured here is an ideal example: Dog daycare facilities
should have large outdoor spaces for dogs to run and play
in. The footing should be clean and secure - not slippery
in any weather. For dogs who need a break, the space
should feature equipment to hide under or behind. Fences
should be secure and provide a total visual barrier, to
prevent dogs from being triggered into and practicing
nuisance barking. Tools and receptacles for waste clean-
ups should be plentiful. *All the photos for this article
appear courtesy of The Canine Connection, a dog
daycare, boarding, and training facility in Chico,
California.
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Dogs should not be wearing any collars
(other than breakaway safety collars) or
harnesses while spending time at a
daycare facility. It’s just too easy for
fatal collar-related accidents to occur
during group play.

We Advise Playing Naked

Collars can be a hot topic when it comes to dog-to-dog play. While

some people appreciate the ability to quickly grab a collar in an

emergency, others fear – with good reason – the risk of injury (or

worse!) that can occur when a dog accidentally gets his jaw stuck in the

collar of a playmate. 

In some cases, the use of collars can be helpful to tell similar-looking

dogs apart or to remind sta� of speci�c details related to a speci�c

dog; one facility we know uses color-coded breakaway collars to

identify intact dogs and dogs with food allergies. 

Having heard far too many horror stories about collar-related

strangulation, we’d advise looking for a facility that either removes

collars completely or trades the dogs’ regular collars for breakaway

collars. If facility sta� suggests that quickly grabbing collars is necessary for the general management of

dogs in a group setting, this might suggest the overall environment is not structured in ways that set dogs

up for success. 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

When considering dog daycare, it’s important to do your research. While we advise looking for a daycare that

emphasizes enrichment over long hours spent “free ranging” with other dogs, no matter the facility, we

recommend considering:

* Admissions process. A reputable daycare should ask for background about your dog’s behavior and medical

history, as well as conduct an evaluation prior to welcoming your dog into the program. It’s important to be

honest when completing intake paperwork and discussing your dog. The more the facility sta� knows about

your dog, the better prepared they’ll be to help create a positive experience at daycare. 

When it comes to accepting intact dogs, policies vary. With more pet owners leaning toward delaying

spay/neuter until after 1 year of age, some daycare facilities are more �exible about welcoming intact dogs.

Obviously it’s important to closely manage intact dogs in a group setting, so be sure to ask questions. How are

intact dogs incorporated into a play group? 

* Is daycare right for your dog? Not all dogs enjoy the company of other dogs – especially groups of other

dogs, and that’s okay! Eakins says younger dogs with an easy-going play style tend to do best in a group play

setting. Adult dogs who haven’t been exposed to group play are less likely to integrate successfully. 

If you’re considering daycare because your dog otherwise sleeps all day and you think he’s bored, consider

this: Dogs are crepuscular, meaning, they are naturally most active at dawn and dusk. It’s perfectly normal for

dogs to spend much of their days asleep!

* Group size, selection, and amount of free play. When it comes to group play, less is more! Dogs typically

play in pairs, even when in a group setting. Watch a group of dogs. It’s pretty easy to spot which two are

actively playing together, and which dogs are on the outskirts of the interaction, trying to lobby their way in. 

We recommend looking for a facility that limits group size to a maximum of 10 dogs together at a time,

matched based on both size and play style, with at least two knowledgeable and skilled humans overseeing

the activity. Even a high-volume facility can accomplish this by rotating dogs between group playtime and rest

breaks, which are key to preventing over-arousal. 
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Participants for playgroups should be
matched in size and play style. The
Labradoodle in the back is larger than
most of the other dogs in this group, but
he’s also young and shy, and not
remotely ready for rough-and-tumble
play. This group suits him perfectly.

At The Canine Connection, most dogs
take their rest periods in individual
kennels, which are situated in rooms that
hold no more than four kennels apiece.
But older and particularly mellow dogs
may take their naps in the facility
lounge, which boasts leather sofas and
Dog TV.

“Dogs need time to decompress,” says Osborn. “Anything longer than an

hour of group play at a time is going to be too much for most dogs.” For

some dogs, play lasting more than 20 to 30 minutes can begin to send them

over the edge. 

Areas for downtime should be completely out of view of group play to

promote rest and prevent frustration behaviors. Dogs who actively ignore

group interaction should have an easy way to opt out in favor of an activity

better suited to their general temperament or their mood that day.

* Facility design and safety. Play space

should be free from hazards, well

ventilated, and have a non-slip surface

with good drainage. Messes should be

cleaned immediately using an animal-safe disinfectant. Toys, bowls, and

kennels should be cleaned daily. 

Facilities should insist daycare participants have, at a minimum, any

vaccines required by law. Dogs exhibiting signs of illness (diarrhea, vomiting,

coughing, runny nose, etc.) should not be allowed to participate. The facility

should have a detailed emergency plan – in writing – and be able to explain,

at least brie�y, how an emergency evacuation would take place. 

“At Manners Matter, our city emergency response knows dogs are on the premises, and an animal shelter

emergency vehicle will be dispatched for any calls from our facility,” says Eakins. The team also practices

emergency drills ranging from severe weather to breaking up �ghts.

* Sta�ng and sta� education. “A good daycare provider should use proactive management to prevent

problems and aim to set up dogs for success,” says Osborn. If spray bottles, shake cans, citronella collars, or

worse, electric collars, are the go-to on the play �oor, that’s a huge red �ag. A good facility will create smaller

playgroups, and constantly adjust the mix of individuals in groups to keep play from spinning up into

overstimulation.

The ability to set up dogs for success requires a knowledgeable sta� led by a management team committed to

continuing education. Ask how the sta� has been educated about dog body language and behavior; the

answer should include some formal learning with professional materials, not simply a number of years of

experience with dogs. As you listen to the answer, pay attention: Does anyone casually throw around words

like “dominant” or “stubborn?” (Those are red-�ag words that would not be used in a facility committed to a 

dog-friendly approach.) 

If a facility touts “certi�ed” trainers, ask questions about the certi�cation. Do trainers rely on positive

reinforcement or do they call themselves “balanced,” which often implies a willingness to use strong aversives,

even outside of emergency situations. Make sure the facility employs enough quali�ed sta� to ensure dogs on

the group play �oor are always properly supervised and never left alone.

* Too much of a good thing? Even the most enrichment and wellness-focused daycare facility can be too

much for most dogs to attend daily. “Very few dogs do well attending daycare �ve days a week,” says Eakins.

Over-stimulation is just as bad as under-stimulation, and dogs need time to rest and recover from the

excitement of daycare. 

Consider limiting daycare to a couple of consistently scheduled days per week (to help keep compatible play

groups intact) with a day or two break between visits. 
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If you think your dog needs more interaction during the week, try looking for a dog walker who can o�er your

dog lower-key activities on the “o�” days. 
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